
Towns Around Lake Atitlan
 

Retired general Otto Pérez Molina was chosen president in 2011 in addition to Roxana

Baldetti, the first woman ever chosen vice-president in Guatemala; they started their term in

workplace on 14 January 2012. But on 16 April 2015, a United Nations (UN) anti-corruption

firm report implicated numerous high-profile politicians consisting of Baldetti's private

secretary, Juan Carlos Monzón, as well as the director of the Guatemalan Irs (SAT). Info on

traveling [who? ] The revelations prompted much more public outrage than had actually been

seen considering that the presidency of General Kjell Eugenio Laugerud García. 

Guatemala City is residence to most of the country's museums and also collections,

consisting of the National Archives, the National Collection, and also the Gallery of

Archeology and Ethnology, which has a comprehensive collection of Maya artefacts. It also

boasts private museums such as the Ixchel Museum of Indigenous Textiles as well as

Clothing as well as the Museo Popol Vuh, which concentrates on Maya archaeology. Both

these museums are housed on the Universidad Francisco Marroquín school. Most of the 329

municipalities in the nation contend the very least a tiny museum. 74.5% of the population

aged 15 as well as over is literate, the most affordable literacy price in Central America. 

The Escuela Nacional de Artes Plásticas "Rafael Rodríguez Padilla" is Guatemala's leading

art college, as well as numerous leading indigenous artists, likewise graduates of that

college, have operate in the permanent collection of the Museo Nacional de Arte Moderno in

the resources city. Contemporary Guatemalan artists who have gained reputations beyond

Guatemala consist of Dagoberto Vásquez, Luis Rolando Ixquiac Xicara, Carlos Mérida,

Aníbal López, Roberto González Goyri, and also Elmar René Rojas. 

German inhabitants are credited with bringing the practice of Christmas trees to Guatemala.

Remittances from Guatemalans staying in USA currently make up the largest solitary source

of international income (two-thirds of exports and also one tenth of GDP). 

An expanding Oriental area in Guatemala City as well as in neighboring Mixco, numbers

about 50,000. White Guatemalans of European descent, likewise called Criollo, are not

distinguished from Ladinos (combined race) people in the Guatemalan census. Most are

offspring of German and Spanish settlers, as well as others derive from Italians, British,

French, Swiss, Belgians, Dutch, Russians as well as Danish. 

Originating from political reasons, these procedures have assisted the rebirth of some Mayan

languages as well as progressed multilingual education and learning in the country. The

Garífuna, came down mostly from Black Africans that lived and intermarried with native

peoples from St. Vincent, real-time mostly in Livingston and also Puerto Barrios. Afro-

Guatemalans as well as mulattos came down primarily from banana hacienda employees.

There are additionally Asians, mainly of Chinese descent however likewise Arabs of

Lebanese and also Syrian descent. 

Thousands of militants took to the streets again, this moment to demand the progressively

separated head of state's resignation. Guatemala's Congress called a payment of five

lawmakers to take into consideration whether to eliminate the president's immunity from

prosecution. A significant day of activity kicked off beforehand 27 August, with marches and

obstructions across the country. Urban groups who had led routine objections considering

that the rumor broke in April, on the 27th sought to join with the rural and also indigenous
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companies who coordinated the roadway obstructs. 

Guatemala has a plan to increase literacy over the next 20 years. Throughout the 20th

century there have been several advancements in the assimilation of Mayan languages right

into the Guatemalan society and academic system.


